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Abstract 
Morimoto, H., A combinatorial criterion for the vanishing of Pontryagin classes, Topology and 
its Applications, 53 (1993) 205-220. 
This paper presents a combinatorial vanishing formula of Pontryagin classes for smooth mani- 
folds that admit (nonconvex) cellular decompositions, by introducing new notions such as 
Gaussian configuration systems and their projectability. The case for convex cellular decomposi- 
tions was treated by Gabrielov, Gelfand and Losik, and they gave a vanishing formula for the 
first Pontryagin class. We will deal with the case of nonconvex decompositions and the higher 
Pontryagin classes. 
Keywords: Combinatorial Pontryagin classes; Piecewise linear connection; Difference cocyles. 
AMY (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primaly 57D20; secondary 57C15, 53CO5. 
1. Introduction 
A combinatorial formula for the first rational Pontryagin class was established 
in 1975 by Gabrielov, Gelfand and Losik [4]. This work gave a direct computation 
of the first Pontryagin class from local data of a triangular of manifold. This was 
followed by more explanatory works by MacPherson [lo] and Stone [El. From a 
point of view of combinatorial Gauss maps, a more geometric formula was given by 
Levitt [91, which was based on the smoothability of PL 4-manifolds by Cairns [2]. A 
combinatorial formula which is not purely local, i.e., depends on global data was 
studied by Teleman [16] and Cheeger [3]. 
In this paper we will study the vanishing of higher Pontryagin classes from local 
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In this paper we will study the vanishing of higher Pontryagin classes from local 
data for a general type of triangulation, using the notion of projectability. In our 
context, projectability may be considered as the obstruction for the vanishing of 
Pontryagin classes. 
Let A4 be a smooth manifold of dimension IZ, and let X= {XJ be a cellular 
decomposition of M whose cells cannot necessarily be represented by convex 
polyhedra (see Section 2). Let {bJ be a hypersimplicial system, where bj is an 
algebraic sum of hypersimplices Ak,’ (see Section 2 for the definition of hypersim- 
plicial systems). 
Our main theorem is stated as follow. Here we set, for any integer m, 
d,= sup {k: Ak*’ E bi}, 
Ii: dim X,=n-217~) 
2md, 
[ 1 ___ +1. Pm= l+d, 
The notions of Gaussian configuration systems and projectable configuration 
systems will be defined in Section 3. 
Theorem 1.1. Let r be a positive integer. Let {mij] be a Gaussian 
system of codimension < 4r that is p,-projectable for every cell Xi 
n - 2m for every integer m with m < r. Then the mth Pontryagin 
vanishes rationally for every integer m with 1 < m < r. 
configuration 
of dimension 
class PJ M 1 
Remark 1.2. It should be noticed that there is no obstruction for the existence of 
Gaussian configuration systems, i.e., there exists at least one Gaussian configura- 
tion system. Our view point is that the obstruction to the vanishing of Pontryagin 
classes may be interpreted as a property of Gaussian configurations, namely the 
projectability of Gaussian configurations. 
The numbers d, are defined to reflect the combinatorial structure of faces 
around a cell. Besides we introduce new numbers e,, which are more closely 
related to the number of faces around a cell of codimension 2m. Let xi be a cell of 
codimension 2m. We denote by e; the number of cells Xj of codimension 2m - 1 
with Xi cXj. We set e, = sup(eL), where i runs over all the cells Xi of codimen- 
sion 2m. Then we can deduce from the above theorem using the numbers e,: 
Theorem 1.3. Let r be a positive integer. Let X = (Xi] be a cellular decomposition 
(whose cells are not required to be representable by convex polyhedra), and let {mij] 
be a Gaussian configuration system of codimension < 4r. Zf Imij] is @m(e,,, - 2m 
+ l>/(e, - 2m>] + l)-projectable for every cell of codimension 2m with m < r, then 
the mth Pontryagin class P,(M) vanishes rationally for every positive integer m < r. 
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In simpler cases, we have as a corollary the following: 
Theorem 1.4. Let r be a positive integer. Suppose that for any integer k > r and for 
any cell X of codimension 2 k the number of cells of codimension 2 k - 1 that 
contains X is equal to 2k + 1. Suppose there exists a Gaussian configuration of 
codimension < 4r that is I-projectable for every cell of codimension < 2r. Then the 
mth Pontryagin class P,,,(M) vanishes rationally for every positive integer m < r. 
Remark 1.5. One cannot directly extend the vanishing theorem of first Pontryagin 
classes in [4] to our cases, because there is an example of a nonconvex cellular 
decomposition of the complex projective plane which satisfies the assumptions of 
the theorem in [4] (cf. [12]). Recently, a triangulation for the complex projective 
plane which has only nine vertices was found by Kiihnel and Banchoff [8]. This is a 
very simple triangulation from a global point of view. The piecewise linear 
structure given in [12] places emphasis on how to construct the locally simplest 
triangulation. The relation of projectability and the locally simplest triangulation is 
our main concern in Theorem 1.4. 
Remark 1.6. Finally the author would like to mention a future extension of the 
results of this paper. Since the notion of projectability may be regarded as an 
obstruction to the vanishing of Pontryagin classes, the results will be extended to 
the computation from a point of view of combinatorial singularities of PL-maps. 
This will lead us to a relation between Pontryagin classes and combinatorial 
bundle morphisms. The computation of Pontryagin classes for bundles was given 
by Gabrielov and Losik 151. The notion of type CT used in [5] will be useful for that 
purpose. 
2. Hypersimplicial systems 
In this section we will recall basic results and notations of combinatorial 
Pontryagin classes, and extend them to fit to our situation. 
Let A4 be a differentiable manifold of dimension n. A cell of dimension 1 in M 
is defined to be a subset X CM with a diffeomorphism cp from a neighbourhood U 
of X into a neighbourhood of some compact polyhedron Y in [w’ such that 
q(X) = Y (here, Y is not required to be convex but is supposed to be homeomor- 
phic to a closed disk). 
A cellular decomposition of A4 is a collection X = {XJ of cells Xi in A4 such 
that 
(1) Xi ZX,, for i fj. 
(2) If Y is a face of X, then Y = X, for some j. 
(3) Xi I” X, is a face of Xi and X,. 
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A cellular decomposition X = {Xi) is said to be linearizable if there exists a set 
of flat connections w = (oJ such that 
(1) wi is defined on TX, for each i. 
(2) if Xi cXj, then TXj is invariant with respect to oj and the connection on 
TXi induced by wj coincides with wi. We call o a piecewise linear connection on 
X. 
We now define hypersimplicial systems for a general cellular decomposition 
X= IX,} of a manifold M. For each i, we denote by s(i) the set of all indices j 
with Xi cXj, dim Xi + 1 = dim Xj. For j E s(i), we define a map q~,~ : s(j) + s(i), 
setting cpij(cr) = /3 if X, 3X0 3Xi, X0 ZX,. 
Let Ap be a p-dimensional simplex. A hypersimplex of type (k, I), denoted by 
Ak,’ is defined to be a convex hull of centers of I-dimensional subsimplices of Ap, 
here k=p- l-1. Let XimAp be a (m -p)-dimensional cell in X = {XJ. Let 
jO,...,jk+p be a subset of s(i). Fix some integer r with 1 + k q r up. Set E = r - 1 
- k. We consider an abstract simplex A’, the vertices of which correspond to 
(j0, jr+l,.‘.‘jk+p)‘..“(jr, jr+l,-..?jk+p). 
We denote the hypersimplex associated to this A’ by 
Akgl( j, ,...,jr; jr+lyv..7jk+p)- 
The following boundary relations hold for these hypersimplices: 
aAkT’( j O?...?jr; jr+l,...?jk+p) 
= ~~~(-l)‘A*‘,‘(i,,..,~~,...,i,; jr+19...?jk+p) 
Denote by Z,.(i) an Abelian group generated by symbols 
Ak3’(j0,...,jr; jr+l?.-.7jk+p)7 
here k + 1 + 1 = r, j,, . . . , j,,, E s(i), p = codim(Xil, and 
Ak*‘(Tjo,. ..,Tj,; 7’jr+l ,..., 7’jk+P) 
=sign(r)AkV’(j,,,...,j,; jr+l,...,jk+p), 
for permutations 7, T’ of ( jO, . . . , j,}, { jr+l,. . . , jk+,}. This defines a graded 
Abelian group, called the hypersimplicial complex of Xi, 
I,(i) = @J,(i), 
with differentials a : Z,(i) + Z,_, (il. It is easy to see that the map qij: s(j) + s(i) 
can be extended to 
Gij:Z*(j>+Z*(i) 
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by setting 
=Ak”((Pij(jo),...,cpij(j,); (Pij(jr+I),...,(Pij(jk+p--l), j). 
Using these notations we can now define hypersimplicial systems. We associate 
to each cell X,n-p an element bi E I,(i) so that {bi] fit together at boundaries, i.e., 
ab, = c Eij’Pij(bj), 
jsdi) 
bi=l, forp=O, 
here cij are incidence coefficients. This correspondence is called a hypersimplicial 
system. 
It is well known that there exists at least one hypersimplicial system for 
X = {Xi}, see [4]. This follows from the facts: 
H,( I* (i)) = L, 
H,(I*(i)) =O, 
for any r > 0. 
We now proceed to define a configuration system. Let {bi] be a fixed hypersim- 
plicial system. Fix a cell X,. A configuration at Xi is a map 
V : s(i) + lRp, 
and is said to be nondegenerate if (+( j,,), . . . , a( jt,),djr+ 1>, . . . , a( jk+p) are 
independent vectors for each vertex (j,(,, . . . , jt,,jr+l, . . . , j,,,) of every 
Ak?jO,...,jr; jr+lt...,jk+p > which appears in bi. Configurations vi, u2 at X, are 
said to be equivalent if there are positive constants cij, j E s(i) with a linear 
isomorphism f of Rp such that 
Denote the normal bundle of XrPp in M by Ei with a trivialization 
E. -X.“-P x RP 1 I 
Wedenoteby~i:Xi”-P~RP+R LJ the natural projection. A configuration along 
Xi is defined to be a set of sections of Ei, {mjj), j E s(i) such that ri(mij(x)I give a 
configuration at Xi for any x E Xi. They are said to be equivalent if they are 
equivalent at Xi for every point x EX,. 
We now define compatibility between a configuration (mij) along Xi and a 
configuration (mjk] along Xi for j E s(i). We denote by 77ij the map of E, into 
Ej I Xi caused by the quotient map by the l-dimensional subbundle (mjj(x)) of Ei: 
Tij : Ei + Ei/(mij> - E,lX,. 
If there exist positive functions cijk(x), k E s(j) on Xi such that 
71ij(mi+,,{k,(X)) =Cijk(X)mjk(X)f 
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for every x E Xi, k E s(j), then configurations {mill, {mjk}, I E s(i), k es(j) are 
said to be compatible. 
A collection of compatible configurations along cells is called a configuration 
system. A configuration system of codimension < r is defined to be an assignment 
of a configuration {mijIj ES(i) along Xi for each cell Xi of codimension =Z r such 
that the above compatibility relation holds. 
Referring to Gabrielov, Gelfand and Losik [4] we recall the notions of varia- 
tional complex and connective flow spaces. Let Y be a smooth manifold and 
E --f Y a vector bundle of rank q. We denote the k-jet bundle of connections on 
E --) Y be Fk(E>. The connective flow space F(E) of the bundle E + Y is defined 
by 
F(E) =l@Fk(E). 
The space has an infinite dimensional manifold structure and a canonical connec- 
tion p over F(E) is well defined. Every fibre of F(E) has a canonical affine 
structure. 
We denote the module of differential forms on F(E) by a* = @a’ with 
differential 2. The module fir is a double complex 
so that a(~,, . . . , ~s+i,qs+l+l,. . . ,T,+~) = 0 for any CY E @‘, i # 0; here 
(77 1,...,77,+i ) and (T,+i+r,. . . , vs+t) are vertical and horizontal vectors respec- 
tively, and d, 6 are the differentials along horizontal and vertical directions 
respectively. 
Let U be an open subset of Y, and let 6.1 and R be a connection and a 
curvature form over U respectively. We denote the lifts of w and R along 
r : F(E) + Y by 0 and R respectively. Corresponding to the rth Pontryagin class 
PE E H4’(Y, Q), there is an invariant symmetric 2r-linear form in gl(q) such that 
PE = P(R,. . . , R). Then it follows that the cohomology class n-*PE is represented 
by the form p, defined by 
3. Gaussian configuration and projectability 
Here we present new notations, Gaussian configuration systems and their 
projectability condition. We begin with the definition of a Gaussian configuration 
system. Let 04, X = {XJ, (b,)) be a triple of a smooth manifold, a general cellular 
decomposition and a hypersimplicial system. Let w = {w,) be a piecewise linear 
connection on X. We show that the connection w induces a configuration system 
on X. Fix X.‘-p cXP-~+~. Consider the connection on the (l-dimensional) 
quotient bundle TXj,&Xi on Xi that is induced by w. Take a horizontal section 
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mij of this bundle in the half corresponding to Xi, which will be regarded as a 
section of the normal bundle of Xi in M. Collecting these sections over X, we get 
a configuration system (mJ. A Gaussian configuration system is a configuration 
system over M that is homotopic, through configuration systems, to a configuration 
system induced by some piecewise linear connection w = {o,}. 
A projectable configuration is roughly a configuration that has a constant image 
through projections. Fix a cell Xrep and an integer 1 <r <n. A configuration 
{m,J (j Es(x)) 1 a ong Xi is said to be r-projectable if there exist a configuration 
(nij}, a trivialization ‘pi : Ei - Rp (here Ei = TM/TXi,) and a linear surjection 4i of 
Rp onto R’: 
such that {mij} is equivalent to {nij} and 
4i04Di(nij(x>), x EXi 
are nonzero constant vectors. 
Before the proof of our theorems, we recall the notion of difference cocycles. 
These notions were used in Gabrielov, Gelfand and Losik [4] for the calculation of 
the first Pontryagin classes. We will modify later these notions to fit our situations. 
Let {mij) be a configuration system of codimension < 4r (nondegenerate for a 
hypersimplicial system {b,)). Fix a cell Xrpp, and take a hypersimplex in bi 
We consider a trivial fibre bundle X, X Ak,’ over Xi, and denote it by Ek,‘, 
&‘x’ ’ Ek,’ +X_ I ’ i I’ 
Let E, be the normal bundle TM/TX, and F(E,) the connective flow space. 
Take an (I + l)-subset {j connection on E, denotedtZ1 .;;i,,l of Ij,,...,j,l. Then there exists a unique 
k,l 
I) I *g . . . 7 jk+p), for which the sections m,j, , . . . , m 'II,' 
mij +,, . . . , m-. are parallel. Consider the infinite jet of the germ of this connec- 
tie; at x Ez”r+We associate this germ to a vertex (j,,,<x>, . . . , j,,<x>, . . . , jk+p(x)) of 
the hypersimplex (~-~:.‘)-r(n). Hence we have a map: 
Here the extension to the whole hypersimplex is done without breaking its affine 
structure, because every hypersimplex can be regarded as the orbit of a Cartan 
subgroup H which consists of diagonal GL(n + m) element h 
’ h/c+,) 
(see [lo]), and because the extension can be done being compatible with H-action. 
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Recall that the rth Pontryagin class corresponds to the ad(GL(q, R))-invariant 
symmetric polynomials P,(h,, . . . , hzr), which are polynomials of 2m-linear forms 
17 z,,,, 1~ m G r on gl(q, I%) defined by 
where the sum is taken over all permutations of (1,. . . , kj. These forms II, 
constitute generators of the algebra of ad(GL(q, @)-invariant symmetric multilin- 
ear forms on gl(q, R>. For any polynomial Q(x,, . . . , xk), the form Q(n,, . . . ,1T,) 
belongs to this algebra. We say the form Q<n,, . . . , Ilk> corresponds to the 
polynomial Q(x,, . . . , x,). See for details [4-7,111. 
We denote the d-cocycle on F(E,) corresponding to 17, by r?, = I;C,(R + 
6W,. . . ) R + 60). By a fibrewise integration over Ek,’ of a pullback form of rr, uia 
the map &!‘, we get a (2r -p)-form on Xi denoted by 
Dt;l(jO,...,jp; jp+l,...,jk+p), 
that will be called a generalized difference cocycle associated to a hypersimplex 
A’?jO,. . ., j,; jp+l,. . . , j,,,) and to a map (ox,. ‘A This notion can be extended to 
hypersimplicial systems 
bi= CPsAky’(jO,...,jp; jp+l,...,jk+p), 
by setting 
Di,,(bi) = ~psDk”(jO,...,jp; jp+l~.~~~j~+p)~ 
4. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
In this section we give a proof of Theorems 1.1. For that purpose, we will use 
several types of generalized difference cocycles as well as Di,I. Before the proof, 
we summarize here these notations for the sake of convenience. For the defini- 
tions, see later in this section. Recall that for a cell Xi, we assigned a set of some 
indices s(i) and considered a chain complex Z,(i). We defined generalized 
difference cocycles D,,, using fibrewise integrations corresponding to Z,(i). In 
place of s(i) we will later assign sets of some indices c(i), P(i) to a cell Xi. 
Corresponding to these sets we will consider chain complexes J(i), f,(i) respec- 
tively. We will then define generalized difference cocycles 6i,r, 8,,, using fibrewise 
integration corresponding to J(i), .f, (i) respectively. The correspondence of these 
notations is summarized as follows: 
s(i), Z(i), Di,ry 
c(i), J(i), Bi,r? 
s”(i), f(i), fii,r. 
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We begin with a study of the difference cocycles defined in Section 3. Fix a cell 
X, of codimension p in the decomposition X= (XJ, and take a hypersimplex 
Ak,‘(jO, . . . , jp; j, + r, . . . , j,,,) (k + I + 1 =p) in the hypersimplicial system bi. Then 
we see that the normal bundle Ei = TM/TXi is generated by sections 
m,_,(x), . . .Y mij$x)>mijD+l(x)>. . . > WZ~~~+~(X) (defined in the previous section). 
Therefore we can write for t = 0,. . . , k, 
k+p 
mij,(X> = C af(X)mij,(X), 
s=p-I 
here (Y; are some functions on Xi. 
We now see that difference cocycles can be written with these CY~ as follows. 
Lemma 4.1. Any generalized difference cocycle on Xi 
Q!,/(jO,...,jp; jp+ll...,jk+p) 
is contained in the algebra generated by da; (p - 1~ s Q k +p, 0 ,< t 6 k). 
Proof. First we decompose a geometric hypersimplex Ak,‘( jO, . . . , jp; j,+ r, . . . , jk+,) 
into some simphces as follows. Fix the vertex <j,_,, . . . , jp; j,+r,. . . , jk+,) (denoted 
by PO> of this hypersimplex, and consider a ray from P, to each vertex Pi f PO in 
Ak,‘. Then we can construct a simplicial decomposition of Ak,’ without adding any 
other vertices so that any top-dimensional simplex contains PO as a vertex. 
Therefore any top-dimensional simplex of this decomposition must be a convex 
hull of vertices 
for SOme (:jt;,...,jtr; jp+l,...,jk+p), ~=O,...,P, 
h 
“, . . . , t:> with (t,“, . . . , tF> = (p -I,. . . ,l). We define a connection on 
Ei, denoted by 
rjh=$‘(jz;,...,jt;; jp+17...Yjk+p), 
so that sections 
mijfi(x)>..-, 
0 
mij,(X)~mij~+l(x),...,mij~+,(*>, 
become parallel. 
From the definition of (generalized) difference cocyles, we can express the 
difference cocycle on Xi as follows. 
D~~(jO?...Yj,; j,+r,...?jk+,)(x) 
To prove the lemma, it suffices to show that the following integration over any 
top-dimensional simplex Ap in the above simplicial decomposition of A“,‘(X) is 
generated by dc$, i.e., 
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If we consider a pull up of this integration on the connective flow space F(E,), 
then the integration will become a fibre integration over a simplex Ap(WO, . . . , W,), 
and the integration will be equal to 
/ AP(W,, , 
nq(R+6G,...,R+6w). 
GJ 
Here the simplex AP(WO, . . . , W,) = &:(A”) can be expressed as the affine combi- 
nation of a set of connections parametrized with some t = (t,, . . . , t,), 
is(t) = f t,w,, 
v=o 
v~ot.=l, t,>O. 
Then if follows that 
G(t) = i dt,r\(G,-G,). 
v=l 
Recall that 7”/TXi is generated by the sections {miip_r,. . . , mijp, WZ~~~+~,. . . , mijk+p). 
Under this basis, Wh, 1 G h up, are expressed as matrices with entries generated 
by dLyS. It follows that, for any subset (hi,. . . , h,} c 11,. . . , p), 
tr[(Sj,,-G,,) A f** A (Gh_-GO)] 
is generated by da:. This is sufficient for the proof of the lemma. 0 
We next prove the most basic vanishing formula (local formula) in our theory. 
Lemma 4.2. Fix a cell Xi of codimension 2r in a general cellular decomposition 
X = (X,1 of M with hypersimplicial chain bi and configuration {mij). Suppose there 
exists an integer d such that all the hypersimplices appearing in bi are of type Ak3’ with 
k < d and such that {mij}, j E s(i) is ([2dr/(d + 111 + l)-projectable. Then Di,,,(bi) 
vanishes on Xi. 
Proof. Put N = [2dr/(d + 111 + 1. From the projectability assumption, it follows 
that there exist a trivialization and a linear onto map: 
(Pi:Ei+XiXR*‘, 
l$:cW 2r + RN, 
such that 
~*~i'~i(mij(x))~ xExi 
are nonzero constant maps. 
Denote C$ . n-i. qi(mij) by 
mj= zi?! 
( 
,‘...‘rn~ . 1 
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From the definition of a;(x), we have, for t = 0,. . . , k, 
k+p 
mij,(X) = C (Yf(X)mij,(X)T 
s=p-I 
hence 
k+p 
mj, = s=IZ_iaf(x)iiijq~ 
Differentiating both sides of the above equation, we see that the constants EiT, are 
such that, for each q = 1,. . . , N and t = 0,. . . , k, 
kfp 
c FL;~ dcv;=O. 
s=p-I 
Therefore da: in the above (k + 1)N equations are linearly dependent. From the 
previous lemma, we see that the generalized difference cocycle Di,Zr is generated 
by these da:. 
We now see that there are, among these 2r X (k + 1) numbers of da: (notice 
O,<t<k, 2r-l<s<k+2r, k+2r-(2r-l-l)=k+I+l=p=2r), at most 
2r x (k + 1) -N x (k + 1) linearly independent da:. 
Using k G d and N = [2dr/(d + l)] + 1 > 2dr/(d + l), we get 
2rx(k+l)-Nx(k+1)<2rx(d+l)-Nx(d+1) 
< 2r( d + 1) - ([2dr/(d + 1)] + l)(d + 1) 
< 2r(d + 1) - (2dr/(d + l))(d + 1) 
= 2r( d + 1) - 2dr 
= 2r. 
Therefore the number of linearly independent dLyf is less than 2r. Consequently 
the generalized difference cocycle DE,2r, which is a 2r-form, vanishes on Xi. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2. 0 
We now consider an abstract simplicial complex generated by top-dimensional 
cells as follows. Fix a cell X,, collect top-dimensional cells that contain X,, and set 
c(i) = {a: Xl 3Xi). 
For each c(i), we denote by J,(i) the Abelian group generated by Aq(fo,. . . ,1,>, 
I “, . . . , I, E c(i), and we set 
J*(i) = eqJq(i). 
In the same way that we have constructed a hypersimplicial system for I,(i), we 
can define a similar system for J, (i), assigning for each Xinep a simplicial p-chain 
Dj in J,(i). This simplicial system is said to be admissible if it satisfies the 
compatibility condition at boundaries: 
3D, = c E& 
jEs(i) 
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For a cell Xrep, denote by sp(i> the set of all subsets {jr,. . . , j,) es(i) with 
j, #j,, k # E. We denote by .!,(i> the simplicial chain complex of s”(i), here we set 
so(i) = (i) for p = 0. Then a q-simplex in f&i) is 
Aq({jP ,... ,jj},...,{j: ,... ,jz}). 
We define two mappings p’ : J,(i) + .f,(i> and p” : I,(i) + f,(i) as follows. 
Note first that for any LY E c(i) with XrPp cXE there exist cells {Xj,, . . . , Xj,l of 
dimension y1 -p + 1 such that 
xi cxj,, cxi. 
Therefore we can assign a vertex {jl, . . . , j,} in sp(i) to each vertex a in J,(i). This 
vertex-correspondence can be extended to a simplex-correspondence, and we get a 
map from J,(i) to j,(i), denoted by p’. Secondly, we notice that any vertex of a 
hypersimplex A“,‘( jo, . . . , jp; j,, 1, . . . , j,+,> is written as ( jtO, . . . , jt,; j,+ 1,. . . , j,,,). 
Corresponding to this vertex, we assign the vertex ( jtO,. . . , j,,; j,, 1,. . . , j,+,> in 
sp(i). Thus we similarly obtain a mapping p”. Through the map p” we can extend 
all the notions that we constructed for Z,(i) to j,(i). 
For two cells XPPp+r cX~-~, we have defined in Section 2 a map +ij : I, (j> --) 
I,(i). We extend his map through p” to a map Gij : f,< j) -+ f.+ (i>. This is simply 
an assignment Of (Cpij(jr), . . . , (pij(jp-l), j) to ( jl, . . . , j,-,I. 
An assignment of Ci EJ* (i) for each X, is said to be compatible (at bound- 
aries) if (CJ satisfies the boundary relations 
ac, = C Eijcj. 
jtdi) 
Here we abbreviated Gij 0 p’Cj to Cj for simplicity. 
We now proceed to prove our Theorem 1.1. Since the configuration system 
(mij} is a Gaussian configuration system, there is a linearization w = {w,} such that 
{mij} is homotopic to a configuration (tiijl induced from o. 
We associate, to each (jr,. . . , j,> E sp(i>, the infinite jet wj,,,,.,j, of the connec- 
tion on Ei = TM/TX, such that tiijl(x>, . . . , izijp(x) are parallel. If we extend this 
assignment, we can construct a singular chain in the connective flow space 
F(TM/TX,) for any chain Ci e.!,(i), and this singular chain will be denoted by 
@i(Ci). 
We now define a generuhzed difference cocycZe as follows. Firstly, consider a pull 
back of the invariant form n2,,, through Qi. Secondly integrate it along each fibre. 
Then we have a (4m -p)-form on Xi, which is a sort of difference cocycle, and we 
will denote it by 
di,2m(Ci~ {litij>). 
We also denote by 112,,, the cohomology class (of M) corresponding to the 
invariant form 17,,. Let 2 be a 4m-dimensional cycle on M transversal to the 
cellular decomposition X = {XJ, and denote by (nzrn, 2) the value of cohomology 
class 17,, on the class Z. We set Z(i) = 2 nXi. Here, the orientations of Z(i) are 
chosen to be compatible with the choice of cij at boundaries. 
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Under these notations, we have 
Lemma 4.3. The integral 
2m 
is independent of the choice of (CJ. 
Proof. Take any other compatible chain system CC;). Then we see that there is, for 
any XinPp (with codimension G 2m), a (p + l&dimensional chain Hi ES,(~) such 
that 
aHi= c EiiHj+(-l)P(C;-Ci). 
j‘zS(i) 
First we prove, by induction on k 2 0, the following: 
5 C / [ai,2m(Cl, rtiij}) -6i,2m(ci~ {li2ij])] 
p=O (i: dim A’,=n-p) Z(i) 
= 
c d’i,2m(H~)~ 
(i: dim X,=n-k) 
/ 
z(i) 
here 6i,2m(Hi) is defined by fibre integration similarly to 6i,2m(Ci, {tiizij]). 
The equation for k = 0 is trivial. Suppose that the equations hold up 
k > 0. Then it follows that 
c 
(j: dim X,=n-k) 
/ 
‘(j) 
d’j,2m( Hj) 
= 
c ‘j,Zm( Hj) 
(j: dim X,=n-k) 
I 
az(j) 
c c (-l)k+l 
(j: dim X,=n-k) {i: jEs(i)) 
tii/Z(iFj.2m( Hi) 
= 
c 
(i: dim X,=n-k-l) 
( -I)*t11z(j)j~l)~j.2m(tijHj) 
c 
(i: dim X,=n-k-l) 
( -1)k+11Z(i~~i,2,(aHi) 
to some 
- c / (di,2m(c,, Ikij}) -ai,*,(cl~ {~ij})) 
{i: dim X,-n-k-1) Z(i) 
(i: dim X,=n-k-l) Z(i) 
- 
C / 
(i: dimX,=n-k-l) Z(i) 
(Bi.*,n(C:Y (tiij}) -Gi,2m(Ci, Imij))). 
Hence we get the assertion for k + 1. 
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For k = 2m, we have 
2m 
c C 
p=O (i: dim X,=n-p) 
= c I db'i,2m( Hi). 
{i: dim X,=n-2m) z(i) 
To complete the proof of Lemma 4.3, we will show 
c / d&J Hi) = 0. {i: dim X,=n-2m) z(i) 
Notice that the generalized difference cocycle 6.i,2m(Hi) is defined as a sum of 
fibre integrals: 
/ 
Lr,,(R(t) 
AZm+l(ZO,...,WZm+,) 
+&qt),...,R(t) +c%(t)). 
Here the integrals are taken over (2m + l)-dimensional simplices, because the 
chain H, is of dimension 2m + 1. Recall 
II,,(@) +&j(t) )...) R(t) +&j(t)) =II,,(&S(t) )...) &Z(t)), 
here, 
2m+l 
65(t) = c dt, A (WY -Go). 
v-1 
Since 3i,2m(Hi) is a (4m - (2m + 1)) = (2~ - l)-form due to fibre integrations 
over fibres of dimension 2m + 1, and since the form ~,,(~~(t), . . . ,6&t)) con- 
tains 2m-fold products of dt, (i.e., fewer than 2m + 11, we conclude that di,2m(Hi) 
is equal to zero, hence 
c 
(i: dim X,=n-2m) 
/ 
z(i) 
d&J Hi) = 0. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.3. 0 
We see next that the Pontryagin classes are completely determined by the 
generalized difference cocyles. 
Lemma 4.4. 
p=O (i: dim X, =n -p) 
Proof. Our difference cocycles have been constructed for the quotient bundle 
TM/TX,, but here we first extend them to TM over Xi. Since (mij} is assumed to 
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be Gaussian, there is a piecewise linear connection o = {w,} inducing a configura- 
tion system {ritij} that is homotopic to (mij}. We associate to each element 
(Y E C(i), the infinite jet of w, on Xz. Denote this mapping by $Ja). We can 
define a generalized difference cocycle with respect to the connective flow space 
F(TM I X,), as before, by extending the map +i linearly to J,(i). We denote it by 
fii,&Si), here (SJ is an admissible simplicial system. 
We then prove 
‘i,2m(Si) =‘i,Zm(P’(si), {*ij}). 
This follows from an additivity of the linear form Ilk as follows. Fix Rq’ c lRq for 
some integers 4, q’. Take {h,,. . . ,hk} in gl(q, [WI that leave Rq’ invariant. The 
endomorphisms induced on Rq’, Rq/Rq’ by these (h,] are denoted by hi, h: 
(1 < u Q k) respectively. From 
n,(h,,..., hk) =Q(h; ,..., h;) +I&(h; ,..., h;), 
the above equation for 5i,2m follows. 
We then show the equation: 
This equation follows from the fact that the right-hand side does not depend on 
the choice of w = {w,) and is equal to the usual integral formula if w is smooth on 
the whole of M. Therefore we obtain: 
C / ‘i,2m(P’(si)~ rtiij}). 
p=O (i: dim X,=n-p) z(i) 
We then apply the previous lemma for the case C, = p”(bi), Cl = p’(Si) and get 
the following: 
2m 
Since {tiij) is homotopic to {mij), we finally obtain 
C f ‘i,*m(P”(hi)~ Imijl) 
p=O (i: dim X,=n-p) Z(i) 
=E c / Di,Zm( bi). 
p=O (i: dim X,=n-p) z(j) 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.4. 0 
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We finally finish the proof of Theorem 1.1. From the assumption, the degree of 
the form D+Jbi) is strictly greater than the dimension of Z(i) for any cell Xi of 
dimension > II - 2m. It follows from Lemma 4.4 that 
(kl? z>= 2f c / ~i,2&4 
p=O (i: dim X,=n-p) Z(i) 
= c 
(i: dim X,=n-2m) 
I Q,Zm( 4) * 
z(i) 
We see the integrals in the last equation vanish from Lemma 4.2. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
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